



































GE Oil & G      as
Equipment Description
• Skid mounted Oil Free Screw Compressor with             
a combined lube and seal oil system.
M t d i ith i– o or  r ven w  gear  ncreaser.
– Oil buffered mechanical seals.






















































90 psi pk-pk 
66 psi pk-pk 
~ 
51 psi pk-pk 
downstream of 
control valve 













• Acoustical analysis of the seal oil supply and return piping was done 
using a pulsation source at the connections to the compressor with 
variable input frequency.  An acoustical resonance was suspected in the 
system that was coincident with the pocket pass frequency of the           
compressor for the seal supply piping.
Seal Description
• The seals use were an oil buffered  mechanical 






to sense locations and number of valves             
in the system possibly cross talking.
l l d d d‐ Initia  pu sation rea ings in icate         
pulsations were higher between the two  
flow control valves    .





seal supply and return lines to de‐tune             
acoustical resonance.
Similar volumes 
added to both 





The size of the volumes 
was selected based on the 
concept that adding   
compliance would shift the 
natural frequency as well as 
provide some low pass filter 
The power transmission coefficient for the volumes
effect.
       
selected was 0.1 at 206 Hz based on standard acoustical 





















• The predicted results were shown to almost eliminate 
pulsations upstream of the volumes as well as 
tremendously reducing the reaction at the seal       
connections at the compressor.
Final Test Summary
Location Original Hoses Volume Prediction Final Test
LP Supply downstream 
of FCV
75 psi pk-pk 40 psi pk-pk 1.0 psi pk-pk 1.2 psi pk-pk
LP Return upstream of 
BPV
5 psi pk-pk 0.02 psi pk-pk
HP Supply downstream 
f FCV
51 psi pk-pk 24 psi pk-pk 1.3 psi pk-pk 4.6 psi pk-pk
o  
HP Return upstream of 
BPV
32 psi pk-pk 0.9 psi pk-pk
Seal Oil Header 13 psi pk-pk 11 psi pk-pk 0.5 psi pk-pk 1.5 psi pk-pk
LP upstream of FCV 90 psi pk-pk
HP upstream of FCV 66 psi pk-pk
• Pressure pulsation levels were significantly reduced     




t i th i ht ditisys em g ven  e r g con ons.
– Previous systems of similar design did not have this problem.










i d/ d t i h i l t l f ip pe an or  e‐ un ng mec an ca  na ura   requenc es.
– Although mechanical resonances were identified on the 
piping, correcting these alone by adding supports did not                 
significantly reduce pipe vibration.
• Many of the measured natural frequencies were not easy to calculate 
due to the relatively high frequency and complexity of the system                     , 
making them very difficult to predict.
• Variation of valve brands (different hand wheel designs, etc.) changed 








l i d d i h i ipu sat on energy was re uce   n t e p p ng.
• Future designs should consider review of the possible 
acoustical response of the seal oil piping            .
– Addition of pulsation damping hardware (compliant volumes 
and/or orifices) similar to concepts used for reciprocating 
pumps should be considered to reduce the potential for 
resonant response.
